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This magazine is proudly brought to you for 
free. It comes with your monthly discovery 
club box or gift of either great craft beer or 
gin.

Box Alcohol Contents*:
Craft Beer 9 x 330 mls, 1 x 355ml, £20
Craft Gin 3 x 200 mls,  £35
*discount offers excepted

Thanks to Mark Wilcox (1),  Beaks & Feathers (2), Steve Holding (3), nigeyb (4) and Mark Williams (5) for this month’s 
photos. We hope you enjoyed the beers as much as we enjoyed the pics!

Every month, our awesome community of craft beer fans tweets us photos of their beer box. And every month, we’ll 
pick our favourites to appear right here in the Flavourly magazine. Tweet with #TweetMyBeer if you want to see your 
photo in the next issue! Last month, we told you that cat photos were a sure fire way to get your photo in the mag but 
animal lovers of all inclinations have stepped up their game with; cats, dogs and even... a chicken? Great work guys, keep 
tweeting those photos at us!

#TweetMyBeer
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A HELLO FROM THE EDITOR
I’m still here! You guys must have enjoyed Issue One of the new 
magazine because the fine folk here at Flavourly have allowed me 
to make another one for you.

The feedback on the relaunched, new look magazine has been 
great so far and its humbling to have a community that’s so 
involved in what we do. And while said feedback has been really 
positive, we’ve taken your constructive comments on board too; like 
the inclusion of serving temperatures for all of this month’s beers, 
they’re back! Because you asked for them. This is your magazine, we 
want it to be everything you want it to be, so we’re always listening.

We’ve stepped things up in terms of content too. As you’ll see to the 
right, we’ve brought in some new, extremely talented contributors 
to fill the pages of Issue Two with amazing stuff just for you. We’re 
delighted to have Dina Celina, Isla Mercer and The Whisky Lady 
Anne-Sophie Bigot on board, each of whom brings something 
completely different to the magazine.

And familiar faces in the forms of Cameron Willis and Will Moss 
return too, to help you meet the makers behind this month’s 
incredible line-up of craft beers and gins.

With that, I’ll leave you to get stuck in and have a read at the second 
issue of Flavourly. Please get in touch and let us know what you 
think via Twitter @flavourly.

Cheers,

Kevin O’Donnell

CONTRIBUTORS
Will Moss
Music-lover, avid reader and rock 
climber. Happiest when exploring 
new places. Particularly partial to a 
decent pint and/or cup of coffee.

Dina Celina
A widely passionate nutritionist, loves 
to show how easy it is to indulge in 
moderation and still live healthily.

Isla Mercer
Beer, food and cats. Writes about the 
first two. Pictures of all three. Loves 
trying new places and sharing them 
with whoever will listen.

Cameron Willis
Beer-loving writer with a penchant for 
mischief and a passion for travelling. 
Digs life, friends and anything by John 
Steinbeck. 

Anne-Sophie Bigot
Has been wandering, blogging and 
auctioneering through the great 
world of whisky and other distilled 
spirits for many years.

Kevin O’Donnell
Editor of this fine publication and 
Content Wizard at Flavourly. Kevin 
loves craft beer, video games, 
professional wrestling and cats.

WELCOME
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Each month, Flavourly’s resident beer geeks 
scour the globe for the most delicious craft 
beers that the brewing world has to offer and 
delivers them right to our community members’ 
front doors.

Here’s what we found...

BEER
DISCOVERIES



Van Dammage pits Belgian Wit yeast 
against American hops (Cascade, 
Chinook, Centennial and Amarillo) 
to create a Belgian IPA with muscles 
from Brussels. Like its muse, this beer 
has power(ful fruit flavours) and a 
great body.

VAN DAMMAGE - MONDO
6.0% ABV, BELGIAN IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Each Wild Beer bottle features 
a simple equation on its front, 
summing up the beery contents 
inside. Millionaire’s reads: “Salted 
Caramel + Chocolate + Milk Stout.” 
Really, what more do you need to 
know? Wow.

MILLIONAIRE - THE WILD BEER CO.
4.7% ABV, MILK STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

The Somerset word for ‘to drink 
regularly,’ Bibble is Wild Beer Co.’s 
everyday beer, an outstanding 
American Pale Ale  full of bready 
malt and citrus fruit flavours. This 
beer is unfined so naturally hazy and 
moreishly bitter.

BIBBLE - THE WILD BEER CO.
4.2% ABV, APA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

This is an aggressively hopped and 
robust IPA, putting forth a bold 
punch of tropical fruit flavours. It 
ain’t all about the hops though, a 
rich and malty baseline keep this 
refreshing, balanced and something 
worth waiting for.

WILD GRAVITY - BAD CO.
5.2% ABV, IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Dry-hopped and fruity with kicks of 
mango, tangerine, grapefruit and 
pineapple that come through in 
waves. For a session ale, this beer 
punches well above its weight and 
will have you saying: “I have become 
(a fan of ) Comfortably Numb.”

COMFORTABLY NUMB - BAD CO.
3.8% ABV, PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A certain band famously sang, “I 
can’t get no satisfaction,” and that’s 
because they weren’t signed up 
to Flavourly! We’re bringing our 
community this brown ale built on 
a sophisticated malt base, with a 
climax of caramel, raisin and biscuit.

SATISFACTION - BAD CO.
6.7% ABV, BROWN ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10- 13 °C)

Dazed & Confused is a velvety, 
creamy milk stout with smash hits of 
chocolate, toffee and crystal malts. 
Amped up with complex flavours, 
this easy drinking ale will leave 
your thirst quenched, dazed, and 
confused for so long it’s not true.

DAZED & CONFUSED - BAD CO.
5.5% ABV, MILK STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

This seriously limited, sessionable 
IPA makes its first venture beyond 
the Mondo tap house in Flavourly 
boxes! With zero bittering hops 
and lactose sugar for body, Little 
Victories is a super smooth and easy 
drinking beer.

LITTLE VICTORIES - MONDO
4.3% ABV, SESSION IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Brewed in 
March 2017!
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When the Day Shift is done, the 
Night Shift takes over. This black IPA 
begins with a velvety, smooth malt 
character before unleashing a biting 
hoppiness from Cascade, Amarillo 
and Simcoe, guaranteeing instant 
pleasure and a thirst for more.

NIGHT SHIFT - FIERCE BEER
6.5% ABV, BLACK IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Winner of a 2016 Great Taste Award 
and named for the loneliest wee 
colony of rabbits on the Skerries, 
a collection of rocky islets off the 
North Coast of Ireland, this porter 
is full of espresso and liquorice 
flavours.

STRANDED BUNNY - LACADA
4.5% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Named after the wandering Bruno 
the brown bear who somehow spent 
six years on the run from Austria 
and ended up in Germany via Italy, 
this pilsner has a light, malty nose, 
a full-bodied mouthfeel and lemon 
sherbet finish.

BRUNO PILSNER - BIG HUG
4.2% ABV, PILSNER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

Big Hug’s flagship brew is a hybrid 
style rarely seen in the UK. It has a 
high percentage of malted wheat 
which when combined with the 
generous amount of Citra and 
Chinook hops, gives a light and 
refreshing citrus flavour.

HIBERNATION - BIG HUG
5.2% ABV, WHITE IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A six malt Himilayan wonder –  
vibrantly red, mighty in body and 
slightly spicy in taste. Then the 
hops kick in with flavours of mango, 
lemon, citrus, stone fruits, tropical 
fruits and a stunning earthy pine 
from Columbus.

HIMALAYAN RED RYE ALE - BIG HUG
5.0% ABV, RYE BEER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

MONT Irish Mountain Beer is a 
naturally-brewed super premium 
pilsner. This award-winning beer is 
crafted from pure mountain water, 
finest bohemian malts, delicious 
hops, and a pinch of Irish divilment. 
Citric, malty and refreshing.

MONT IRISH MOUNTAIN BEER - MANOR BREWING
5.1% ABV, PILSNER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

This floral, American style amber 
ale is wonderfully balanced though 
still full of the hoppy goodness. It’s 
loaded with an obscene amount of 
West Coast hops, resulting in a beer 
that’s high in hop flavour but low in 
bitterness.

CRAZY MOUNTAIN AMBER ALE - CRAZY MOUNTAIN 
5.3% ABV, AMBER ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Two different hops (Simcoe and 
Citra) go into this hop-forward pale 
ale. However, Mountain Livin’s hop 
character is not represented by 
bitterness but rather a refreshing, 
fruity flavour – reminiscent of citrus 
and tropical fruits.

MOUNTAIN LIVIN’ PALE ALE - CRAZY MOUNTAIN
5.7% ABV, APA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)
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Born in Bellaghy, Northern Ireland, 
this dry Irish stout offers hints of 
roasted espresso and rich dark 
chocolate on the palate and finishes 
with a big, dry roasted malt finish. 
No gimmicks, no wacky names, just 
great beer.

DRY IRISH STOUT - HEANEY FARMHOUSE BREWING
4.3% ABV, STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CELLAR (10- 13 °C)

‘Scarfie’ is a New Zealand term of 
affection for a student and we are 
students of great beers from all over 
the world, including this light and 
fruity kiwi saison. Brewed with a 
large volume of NZ hops to give a 
dry, refreshing and bitter finish.

SCARFIE’S SAISON - FLAVOURLY
4.5% ABV, SAISON

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Each month, a different member 
of the Flavourly team names one 
of our exclusive brews. No need to 
guess who was responsible for this 
one, Paul’s Porter is a rich, decadent 
chocolate porter brewed with a 
blend of six malts and cocoa.

PAUL’S PORTER - FLAVOURLY
5.0% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Inspired by the almighty IPA, 
this heavily hopped, full-bodied, 
India pale lager offers flavours of 
grapefruit and citrus fruits that give 
way to a pine needle bitterness. This 
is a very, very drinkable beer that’s 
full of character.

EAST INDIA PALE - FREEDOM
5.5% ABV, IPL

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

A relatively spicy and dry amber 
lager balanced with the addition of 
rye to create a deep, hop-forward 
beer that cuts through smoky 
flavours well, and is delicious when 
paired with American-style BBQ 
foods.

BOSTON BEECH/AMBER RYE - FREEDOM
4.7% ABV, AMBER LAGER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

BE SURE TO VISIT FLAVOURLY.COM/RATEBREW TO 
RATE AND REVIEW ALL YOUR FAVOURITE BEERS

(PLEASE ALLOW A FEW DAYS FOR THE BEERS TO APPEAR IN YOUR ACCOUNT)
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DID YOU KNOW?
YOU CAN VISIT FLAVOURLY.COM/RATEBREW TO LEAVE COMMENTS FOR ALL YOUR FAVOURITE BREWERIES

PARTNERS IN BEER
GET TO KNOW THE BRAINS BEHIND THE BEERS

MONDO, ENGLAND
Todd Matteson and Thomas Palmer met in the trenches of 
the burgeoning East London Beer Scene in the summer of 
2013. Both seasoned homebrewers, they began to hash 
out the fine print for Mondo Brewing Company on the late 
shift in a brewhouse in Hackney. April 2015 saw the first 
brew go into the tanks and Mondo became reality.

FIERCE BEER, SCOTLAND
Fierce likes strong, bold, ‘in your face’ flavours – so they 
developed a range of beers that deliver on that promise. 
They also describe themselves as “keen gastronauts” and 
make beers that they think will pair well with food. Their 
range is split into four key areas; hoppy, fruity, dark and 
seasonals (AKA crazy sh*t). 

MANOR BREWING, IRELAND
The Manor Brewing Company was founded in the 
heatwave summer of 2013 in a bell tower on the grounds 
of co-founder Amaya Cully’s family home, an old manor 
house set on 42 acres. During that hot summer, they 
discovered their water has a pH softness & purity that is 
perfect for brewing beers. And brew beers they did. 

FREEDOM, ENGLAND
Since 1995, Freedom have been craft lager pioneers. Every 
pint of Freedom lager is made at their modern, purpose-
built brewery on farm in Abbots Bromley, Staffordshire 
– the heart of British brewing country. Their beers use just 
five ingredients; good Staffordshire water, the finest hops, 
malt and yeast, and time.
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LACADA, IRELAND
Lacada began with a father and son in Portrush who built 
their own nano-brewery, in order to discover just exactly 
how their favourite beers were made and they soon began 
to invent their own distinct recipes. This co-operative 
brewery has its origins in a love of beer and brewing, a love 
of place, and a love of people.

HEANEY FARMHOUSE BREWING, IRELAND
One of the newest breweries on the scene – so new in fact 
that, at the time of writing this, they do not have a brewery 
to call their own. Heaney Farmhouse brewing is in the 
process of setting up and brewing at the Heaney Farm in 
Bellaghy, Northern Ireland. They currently brew out of the 
brewery of their compatriots at Boundary.

THE WILD BEER CO., ENGLAND
The Wild Beer Co was born out of a love of fermentation, 
barrel-ageing and most importantly, flavour. They believe 
that exceptional brewing stems from imagination and 
passion, unconstrained by stylistic guidelines, to create 
a truly memorable drinking experience, altering your 
perceptions and thrilling your taste buds.

BIG HUG BREWING, ENGLAND
Big Hug was the coming together of minds, desires and 
ambitions – three friends that wanted to drive craft beer 
forward and to be part of something special in the rise 
of small batch, flavoursome beer. They make beer for 
everyone that is brewed with passion, full of flavour and 
best when savoured with friends.

BAD CO. (p. 12 - 14)
CRAZY MOUNTAIN (p.18- 19)PLUS!
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Craft beer is about identity. An 
identity of independence, of 
community and of having 
the best drink you possibly 
can. That is what it takes for 

a brewery to set itself apart from the 
multinational beer corporations and 
compete with them from a grass roots 
level. And this is what North Yorkshire’s 
BAD Co. Brewing and Distilling are all 
about. Inspired by a trip to America 
and the beers and breweries that 
he encountered, Head Brewer Paul 
Holden-Ridgway decided to start 

his own company with the fiercely 
independent values that his stateside 
counterparts showed him. Playing 
about with different recipes in the back 
of his pub, word soon got round about 
Paul’s creations and a local brewing club 
began to take shape. Supply couldn’t 
keep up with demand and he needed 
to learn the ropes of the industry rather 
than just teaching himself. After getting 
a job in a local brewery, Paul met David 
Brown, a local businessman with a 
passion for craft beer and a knowledge 
of the industry. And so, BAD Co. was 

born.
 That was back in 2014, and within 
three years the team has grown from 
three to 15. It’s still growing, as more 
and more people try BAD’s British brews 
with an American stamp. Paul explained 
that US breweries like Lancaster 
Brewing, Dogfish Head and Left Hand 
Brewing all set an inspirational bar 
for them to reach for. This quest to be 
ranked among the big names in craft 
is central to the company’s ethos: “Our 
passion for craft beer defines us and 
runs through everyone that works 

WORDS: WILL MOSS

It feels good to be BAD
Flavourly chats with BAD Co. Head Brewer Paul 
Holden-Ridgway about the brewery’s origins, 
inspirations and future.
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for us. We are passionate about every 
element of our business and driven by 
our relentless quest to produce British 
craft beer that rivals the best in the 
world!”
 The American hop-heavy, 
experimental style has proved to be a 
success across the craft brewing world, 
and BAD Co. is no exception. Their first 
brew was an early version of what is 
now called Dazed and Confused. A 
velvety Milk Stout, it was inspired by 
the kind of beers Paul found across the 
pond and the latest recipe has found its 
way into their core range.  Their current 
best-seller is their sessionable Pale Ale, 
the 3.8% Comfortably Numb and Paul 
told us why he thinks that is: “It’s not 
only due to the massively popular trend 
towards pale ales, but also due to its 
fruity, fresh, hoppy flavour for such a 
low gravity beer.”  The core range also 
includes a few other notable gems. 
Love Over Gold is a refreshing Blonde 
that combines bitter orange notes and 
a citrus fruit tang, perfect with fish and 
salad dishes. Satisfaction is a soulful 
Brown Ale that packs a punch at 6.7%, 
while at the other end of the scale is the 
sessionable grapefruit pale Slow Rider 
at only 2.7%. If that wasn’t enough, the 
staple range also includes an Oatmeal 

Pale Ale, and Wild Gravity - BAD’s 
stalwart IPA. 
 As this roster goes to show, BAD Co. 
are believers in the old adage of variety 
being the spice of life. Part of this is 
down to the team’s constant eye on 
what is going down in the craft brewing 
world. When deciding on a new recipe, 
Paul tells Flavourly, “we try to keep up 
to date with what’s going on elsewhere 
and a lot of our new brews are 
influenced by happenings in the States, 
but also changes in the British market 
as well.” This often involves taking an 
experimental approach. “It’s hugely 
important, not only to experiment 
but also to brush up on the latest 
knowledge from the industry leaders. 
We look to be experimental as much 
as we can and in the past have done 
this through a range of specials and 

experimental brews. This year’s schedule 
is already planned; so watch this space!” 
In the past, these specials have included 
a series of seasonal beers, such as Elf 
Juice - a spiced beer with with ginger, 
nutmeg, cinnamon and cloves. Similarly, 
Summer Breeze is a pale ale with a twist; 
combining refreshing lime and mint, it’s 
the beer equivalent of a mojito. 
 All this has meant that BAD’s drinks 
and brand are getting noticed. Several 
of the core range have won awards at 
home in Yorkshire and a little further 
afield. Paul was excited to inform us that 
“just the other week we were entered 
into the Dublin Beer Cup and managed 
to come out with 7 medals across 
different categories against some of the 
breweries we have been inspired by in 
the past.” 
 There’s more exciting drinks in the 
pipeline, too. “Later this year, we’re 
releasing our first lager as part of a pilot 
project to dip our toes into the market. 
It’s been a long time coming and we’ve 
worked hard to make sure we sit well 
alongside the techniques and traditions 
used in German & Czech brewing to get 
the best out of our brew.” And it’s not 
just beer that’s planned. The keen of eye 
may have noticed that BAD stands for 
Brewing and Distilling. Unfortunately for 

Have you noticed? 
BAD Co. has a habit 

of naming their beers 
after rock songs.

Paul Holden-Ridgway enjoys Bad Company
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us, however, exactly what spirit is being 
distilled will remain secret for the time 
being. “Distilling has always been on the 
agenda here at BAD, but before we get 
to this we want to make sure we nail the 
brewing side first and not leave a job 
half done!”. 
 As the British Beer market becomes 
an ever-busier place, we asked Paul 
what sort of challenges small craft 
breweries like BAD Co. face. “Whether 
its equipment or recipe development, 
it’s always hard to stay ahead of the 

curve,” he explains. “We constantly 
invest in both equipment and time for 
development to make sure we stay as 
current as possible”. He sees, however, 
the presence of craft titans like Brewdog 
and Beavertown as only beneficial to 
the scene. “It’s great to see so many 
breweries challenging with innovative 
interesting recipes. It’s a great time 
to be in craft beer.” As for the future 
of British brewing? “Today’s drinkers 
will continue to turn their back on big 
mainstream brands as they search for 

smaller craft brands and styles they 
enjoy. The existing share of craft volume 
of the total beer market will continue to 
grow and the drinker will have a vibrant 
and relevant choice of craft beers. That 
has got to be a good thing.” 
 We can only agree. BAD are proud 
to be part of this movement, and with 
innovative beers and a strong brand 
ethos, they could just be Britain’s next 
big brewery.

Inside North Yorkshire’s rock ‘n’ roll brewery
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Now, you’re probably wondering 
how a nutritionist ended up in 
a beer magazine... Don’t worry, I 
come with good news. Even us 
health freaks enjoy a glass (or 

five) of the moonshine. We have all heard 
that beer has some health benefits, which 
is absolutely correct. Beer does contain 
a small number of B-vitamins which are 
essential for energy metabolism. It also has 
a fair bit of potassium too, which keeps 
your heart happy. Although, these health 
benefits are only a fact when the beer is 
enjoyed in moderation, if you can…
 However, enjoying alcohol and having 
a happy, healthy body at the same time 
is a lot easier than most people think. 
The biggest mistake people make is that 
they think more about the calories and 
macronutrients (carbs, fats and protein) 
and not about the micronutrients which 

are what matters to have a healthy 
body. Micronutrients are the vitamins 
and minerals we get from whole foods; 
although these little guys are sadly 
underestimated. Consuming foods that are 
nutrient dense such as fruits, vegetables, 
eggs, legumes and lean protein makes a 
huge difference to one’s health and helps 
with eliminating alcohol from the body a 
lot quicker. Make sure you consume a lot 
of greens every day, and especially on the 
days when alcohol is on the menu – and 
the following day, skip the takeaway, cook 
up some eggs, eat greens, fruits and drink a 
glass of coconut water or two to replenish 
your electrolyte stores. 
 With this month’s beer selection, I’ve got 
two tasty, healthy recipes for you that will 
pair excellently withtwo of the beers from 
BAD Co. – Comfortably Numb and Dazed & 
Confused.

Dina Celina, a widely passionate nutritionist, 
loves to show how easy it is to indulge in 
moderation and still live healthily.

For more tips on health and wellbeing, 
connect with Dina online at...

Website: www.dinacelina.com
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/dinacelinacom
Instagram: dinacelinacom
Twitter: @dinacelinacom
Snapchat: dinacelina
Email: contact@dinacelina.com

Eat, drink and stay healthy
with Dina Celina

WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHS: 
DINA CELINA

Turm the page for two 
of Dina’s amazing healthy 

recipes. Yum!
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Fiery Grilled Chicken with Creamy Green Parsnip Puree
Serves 2

This recipe is high in protein, which is good to eat when you are having a few. Protein needs a lot of energy to digest, 
meaning it requires a lot of power from the body to break it down – which will slow down the absorption of alcohol. 
The same goes for healthy fats and fibre. Chicken is always a great choice of lean protein and making parsnip puree is an 
excellent choice if you want to lower the carbohydrate intake, and increase the nutrient and fibre intake. Serve with an 
avocado salad, drizzled with extra virgin olive oil and you are all set.

Ingredients:

2 chicken breasts
1 tbsp. chilli sauce (+ more for serving)
2 parsnips
2 stalks parsley
1 tsp butter
1 tbsp. milk or cream 
1 clove garlic
Sea salt and pepper to taste

Directions:

Marinate the chicken with chilli sauce and pepper, and set aside. 
Peel and chop the parsnip into small cubes, add to a saucepan, cover 
with water and add a pinch of salt. Bring to boil and let it simmer for 
about 10 minutes until the parsnips are soft. 

Heat up a griddle pan and let the chicken grill for about 8-10 minutes 
on each side, until cooked thoroughly. While the chicken is cooking, 
drain the water from the parsnips and add them to a food blender, 
add in the rest of ingredients and mix until you get a creamy smooth 
consistency. Season with sea salt and pepper.

Plate up the chicken and parsnip puree, serve with more chilli sauce 
for an extra kick along with a leafy green salad or vegetables of 
choice, and an ice cold bottle of Comfortably Numb.
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DC’s Truffles Delight 
Makes approx 10-12 truffles

Having a sweet treat is something most of us like. However, going for the high sugary processed options isn’t the best 
for one’s health and wellbeing. Making your own sweet treats is actually super easy and quick – and this recipe goes 
wonderfully with BAD’s Dazed & Confused. With hints of toffee and coffee from the beer, these chocolate truffles make a 
cracking combo. 

Ingredients:

12 dates, small
1 large tbsp. raw cocoa 
1 large tbsp. peanut butter
30 g coconut flour (oats work too)
1 banana
1-2 tbsp. set honey – preferably raw organic
Dash of milk of choice
*Optional – ½ tsp fresh grated ginger for a kick

For coating:
1-2 tbsp. Desiccated coconut
1-2 tbsp. Flax seeds

Directions:

Add all ingredients to a food processor and blend until you get a 
smooth dough (this can take a bit of time).

Divide the dough into balls to the desired size. Dip them in 
desiccated coconut and flax seeds and serve with a bottle of Dazed 
& Confused. 

(Can be stored in the fridge in an airtight container up to 1 week) 
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WORDS: KEVIN O’DONNELL

T
here is something truly inspirational about 
Crazy Mountain’s philosophy regarding 
living, let alone brewing. They’re all about the 
passionate pursuits in life and they believe 

that when your passion is your job, life is good – so 
why do anything else? 
 It was this kind of mentality that saw Crazy 
Mountain terraform its place in the Vail Valley; 
fed up with the rat race and ready to live life to its 
fullest, Kevin and Marisa Selvy followed their hearts 
to Colorado’s Rocky Mountains where they founded 
Crazy Mountain Brewing Company.
 “After spending a bit of time in the financial 
industry, I realised that this wasn’t the lifestyle I 
wanted to lead long-term,” co-founder and CEO 
Kevin Selvy tells us. “I pursued my passion for 
brewing and moved to the beautiful Vail Valley in 
an effort to lead the life that I had always wanted to 
live – the one in which you’re free to skip out on the 
occasional Friday for a bluebird ski day.”

 Indeed, Crazy Mountain is as much about the 
laidback, fun mountain lifestyle as it is about 

the beer, and this attitude carries over into 
everything that they do. “The 

two are 

BREWING ON CRAZY MOUNTAIN



intertwined for us – our brews and the outdoor 
lifestyle,” explains Selvy. “We believe that our beers 
are best paired with adrenaline. Whether spending 
the day scaling a mountain, white-water rafting, or 
skiing the back bowls, we strive to produce beers 
that reward the day’s successes, near misses and 
next-times.”
 That isn’t to say you must be a mountain 
climber, skier or white-water rafter to enjoy Crazy 
Mountain’s beers; their brews are for everyone. And 
they are inspired by a love and appreciation for 
good beer, and a passion for innovation that Selvy 
is glad to see being embraced by more and more 
craft beer fans in the UK.
 “The UK craft beer scene has always been 
fascinating to me, but even more so nowadays as 
it is evolving more than ever. Beer drinkers in the 
UK are being more adventurous day by day and are 
always looking for innovative styles, so it’s exciting 
for brewers and consumers alike to share this 
ideology.”
 Starting (as so many of the best did) as a 
homebrewer, Selby honed his skills and discovered 
a passion for developing recipes. Couple this with 
a commitment to using only the highest quality 
ingredients from all over the world and you have 
some truly exceptional, crowd-pleasing ales and 
lagers.
 “The Mountain Livin’ Pale Ale is truly an ode to 
the lifestyle by which we define ourselves,” says 
Selvy, talking about one of the Crazy Mountain 
beers featured in this month’s Flavourly boxes. “It’s 
a beautifully crafted American pale ale that utilises 
two American hop varieties – El Dorado and Citra. 
The hop forward character shines through in the 
unique, tropical flavour. Jeremiah, the creature for 

Mountain Livin’, invites you to take a seat 
by the campfire, relax and enjoy a 

story or two, with a beer… or two.”
 Ah, the creatures. It was only 

ever a matter of time before 
we encountered 

one of the 

Crazy Mountain’s inimitable inhabitants. Lurking 
on the labels of each of the brewery’s core beers, 
these unique creatures play pivotal roles for Crazy 
Mountain, according to Selvy. 
 “They allow us to personify each beer and tell a 
deeper story both about our brand and the beers 
we stand behind. Each creature is comprised of 
three animals native to Colorado and the unique 
personalities of each creature are represented 
through the beers. In addition, you will have 
noticed that many of the creatures that reside on 
Crazy Mountain have roles in the brewing process.”
 For example, there’s Sheamus (who, at this 
precise moment in time, can be found prowling the 
pages in your hand), the oldest resident of Crazy 
Mountain. Made from various parts of the owl, 
mule deer and bobcat, he monitors the quality of 
the river with his sharp eyesight so that only the 
purest water makes it into Crazy Mountain’s brews. 
And like the beer he represents, he’s bold but 
agreeable, and surprisingly clean. 
 It’s certainly crazy, and perhaps even a bit weird, 
but the creatures really encapsulate the message 
at the core of Crazy Mountain and their beers – it’s 
all about leading life a little bit differently. As Selvy 
says: “After all, we believe that beer, just like life, is 
best with a touch of crazy.”

We sTRIvE tO 
prOduCe bEers thAT 
REWARd the dAy’s 
sUcCessEs, NEAr 
mIsses And NExT-
tImEs”

“



Cask vs. keg. A debate 
with very strong minded 
advocates on either side 
but which is actually 
better? First, it’s best to 

explain exactly what the differences 
are between the two. In a nutshell, 
casked beer tends to be less fizzy 
and served at 11-13°C through a 
handpull, whereas kegged beer is 
usually fizzier and served at a cooler 
temperature, generally between 
2-8°C through a beer font.
 So what causes these differences? 
Well actually, both casked and 
kegged beer are brewed in exactly 
the same way. However, casked beer 
is only partly ready before it goes 
into the cask. It needs to undergo a 
second fermentation which happens 
once it goes into the cask, along with 
a bit of sugar to react with the yeast 
already present. A keg on the other 
hand is like a giant can of beer. The 
beer is filtered and generally made 

sterile before going into the keg so 
its contents are ready to drink.
 Pubs need to take a lot more 
care of casked beer and the cellar 
temperature is very important as the 
beer is at its best when stored at 10-
14°C. Casked beer should really be 
drunk within a few days of opening 
as oxygen is beer’s worst enemy and 
causes the flavour to change very 
quickly. If a pub doesn’t adhere to 
these two factors, the casked beers 
won’t taste right, so there’s a lot of 
onus on the pub to make sure the 
beer they pour reaches you in the 
condition the brewer intended it to! 
 Kegged beer however, offers much 
more leniency on the temperature 
of the pub cellar since, at the stage 
of it going into keg, it is completely 
ready to drink and no more chemical 
reactions take place. Kegged beer 
also lasts a lot longer since a keg is 
an air tight container so there is far 
less oxygen contact. The kegging 

process involves adding carbon 
dioxide to carbonate the beer which 
is why it is generally more fizzy. 
Casked beer on the other hand is 
carbonated via carbon dioxide being 
released naturally as a by-product 
from the yeast reacting with sugar to 
create alcohol. As a result, publicans 
often prefer kegged beer regardless 
of taste purely because it’s much 
easier to manage which is why it’s 
more readily available in pubs.
 Some people consider casked beer 
to be old fashioned and kegs to be 
the vessel of choice for pioneering 
craft beers. It is true that there are an 
awful lot of very samey 3.8% blonde 
or bitter ales that are only sold in 
cask, but bland tasteless lagers 
are only sold in kegs. Because the 
kegging process requires specialist 
equipment that can be quite costly, 
sometimes beers from the smallest, 
most exciting breweries are only 
available in cask. Also, a lot of pubs 

Cask vs. Keg
Diary of a Beer Girl’s Isla Mercer explores the pros and cons 
of each vessel, and settles the debate once and for all
WORDS: ISLA MERCER
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have restrictions on their kegs since 
big lager brands use kegs lines and 
therefore want to control what goes 
on them. Publicans often have a 
lot more freedom with their cask 
lines so they can offer a much more 
varied range. So really both cask and 
keg have their fair share of new and 
exciting beers as well as bland and 
boring ones.
 There is an argument upheld by 

cask advocates who say that beer 
shouldn’t be served too cold as cool 
temperatures numb our tongues and 
therefore inhibit beer flavour. This is 
why good whisky isn’t supposed to 
be served with ice. 
 This is a point I definitely agree 
with and when drinking at home, 
I rarely put beers in the fridge. 
However, some beers are so intense 
in flavour that the taste comes 
through despite being served at a 
cooler temperature. And sometimes, 
nothing will quench a thirst more 
than a nice, cold pint. The extra fizz 
also works really nicely with some 
beers, giving the flavours a real lift. 
So, different beers suit different 
serving temperatures and different 
levels of carbonation. If you’ve never 
thought about what temperature 
you prefer your beer served at, try 
a little experiment with two of the 
same bottled beers, one you’ve 
cooled down in the fridge and the 

Beer, food and cats. Isla Mercer only writes 
about the first two, takes pictures of all 
three. She loves trying new places and 
sharing them with whoever will listen.

For more on beer, food and (sometimes) 
cats, check out Isla’s blog at:

www.diaryofabeergirl.com

other at room temperature to see 
what the difference in taste is and 
which you like best.
 In short, both cask beer and 
kegged beers have stereotypes 
which aren’t really true in today’s 
beer world and both have their pros 
and cons. In the cask vs. keg match, 
for me it’s a 1-1 draw and both sides 
should share a post-match pint 
whatever their preferred format!
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Both cask and 
keg have their 
fair share of new 
and exciting 
beers as well as 
bland and boring 
ones.

“



Each month, Flavourly’s team of top gin drinkers 
(we mean... “experts”) helps our community 
discover the best small batch craft gins from the 
most exciting micro-distilleries in the country -  
and beyond!

Here’s what our community of gin lovers is 
sipping...

GIN
DISCOVERIES



An exceptional British gin with a distinctive 
Japanese heart, Kokoro is a London Dry Gin 
distilled with eight botanicals and fresh Sansho 
berries, imported from sustainable sources 
in the Afan Woodland of Nagano prefecture, 
Japan. Sansho berries are used extensively 
in Japanese cuisine and have a distinctively 
earthy black pepper flavor with a piney citrus 
aftertaste.

About Kokoro:

In the land of the rising sun and the mindful 
reflection lies a forest of exceptional distinction 
and curiosity. It is here amongst the sights and 
smells and sounds of significance that a man 
of infinite resource and sagacity – known most 
fondly as Uncle Nic – acquired a recurring taste 
for the Sansho berry. “Fortuitously pepperascial,” 
nibbled the words off his tongue. “With a 
uniquely citronious note.” And it was these 
insatiable desirabilities that Uncle Nic knew 
would give his family gin –Kokoro – such an 
exquisitely unique flavouring.

42% ABV

KOKORO
GIN
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Old Tom re-creates an old-fashioned, sweeter 
style of gin that became extinct, but has enjoyed a 
renaissance in recent years. Before today’s dry gins, 
the popular style was both richer and sweeter. Makar 
Old Tom revives this tradition, complementing the 
bold juniper of Makar with orange peel, almonds 
and a little honey. The result is an exceptionally 
well-balanced, complex and rewarding Old Tom 
Gin perfect for traditional cocktails such as the Tom 
Collins and Martinez.

About Glasgow Distillery Company:

Founded in 2014 and drawing on the pioneering 
spirit of Scotland’s first licensed distillers, The 
Glasgow Distillery Company takes its name from 
one of Glasgow’s original distilleries. Founded at 
Dundashill in 1770, the distillery was known, for 
a time, as The Glasgow Distillery Company and 
remained active until the beginning of the 20th 
Century. Glasgow was once home to hundreds of 
distilleries until the Depression and Prohibition 
led to their closure. As the first Single Malt Whisky 
Distillery in Glasgow in 110 years, The Glasgow 
Distillery Company is bringing Glasgow spirits back 
to life.

43% ABV

MAKAR
OLD TOM 
GIN
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Ginerosity is a superb gin, mixing traditional 
botanicals with some more unusual flavours to give 
it a gentle modern twist. Created by Pickering’s Gin 
at Summerhall Distillery in Edinburgh, Ginerosity is 
made using 10 ethically sourced botanicals: juniper, 
coriander, angelica, lemon, lime, orange, lemon 
myrtle, heather, cardamom and cloves. The result is a 
gin full of character. Fresh, light and bold, with citrus 
and juniper giving way to sweetness, a subtle hint of 
peppery spice and a crisp dry finish.

About Ginerosity:

Ginerosity is the world’s first social enterprise 
gin. With this unique and big-hearted venture, 
all profits are poured back into projects that will 
help deserving young adults to build themselves 
a better future. Ginerosity has partnered with the 
charity Challenges Worldwide to help young adults 
from disadvantaged backgrounds take part in 
International Citizenship Service programmes.  That 
isn’t just a worthwhile cause, it’s a vital one, and the 
team behind the brand is exceptionally proud that 
they are the first spirits company to do it. 

40% ABV

GINEROSITY

Cocktail recipes featuring all three of this month’s gins 
can be found on page 29

Did you read the 
Ginerosity story in our 

last issue?
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We love a left-of-field gin distilling 
partner at Flavourly. The resurgent 
popular London-born spirit enjoys 
nothing more than being paired 
with all kinds of tropical fruits, 

peppercorns and various mixers, but we still get 
excited when something new comes to the table. By 
adding intense flavours during the distilling process, 
gin manufacturers can create something satisfying, 
innovative and truly unique. 
 This versatility in manufacturing means that 
if your gin idea’s done right, you could have 
something really special on your hands. Especially if 
it’s done with sansho berries. Wait, what the hell are 
sansho berries?
 Kokoro Gin are London-based, Japanese-inspired 
craft gin innovators. Inspired by wild Japanese 
forests and their wilder Japanese fruits, Kokoro 
combine traditional London Gin distilling with the 
tastes of the peppery sweet sansho berry from 
Japan. The berry is unique in that its flavours already 
marry so well with traditional gin accompaniments, 
but the strong distinctive overtones bring 
something completely new to the mixing table. It all 
began with a family reunion 30 years in the making.
 “I went to Japan to meet up with my uncle for 
the first time in 30 years. He’s been there since the 
mid-80s -  now he’s a Japanese citizen. He’s got an 

interesting backstory”, explains James Nicol, Kokoro 
co-founder. “We spent some time in Tokyo and 
then went to the 20/30 hectares of government-
owned land he helps to manage and bring back 
to its natural state. It was here I first tasted those 
peppery, zesty little berries, and the first thing I 
thought was, these would go really well with gin!”
 Add in the fact that James’ Uncle fixed him a 
traditional Japanese white spirit with the berries and 
he was sold. Upon returning home James arranged 
for his uncle to send some berries over that 
were picked from the end of the season and 
the rest is Anglo-Japanese history. 
 For the next year or so, James and business-
partner-come-brother-in-law Barry set about 
trying to fix a formula for making delicious tasting 
gin and setting up a sustainable craft gin business. 
They had flirted with the idea of moving into 
“something different”, as James so unexaggeratedly 
puts it, from their financial services and 
advertising backgrounds, and with everything 
seemingly coming together in Japan, it was a 
sign that Kokoro gin had to happen.
 They knew it was about quality from the off, 
and after realising dried berries just wouldn’t do 
the trick, they employed local people to pick the 
berries each season. This is a labour intensive job 
that is done through traditional routes to protect 

SPIRIT OF 
THE FOREST
WORDS: CAMERON WILLIS
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the lands, but refining the process and focusing 
on the standard first allowed everything else to fall 
into place naturally. Only a year after the original 
concept, they had the berries in their hands and 
were on their way to gin in their bellies.
 “It was then about refining the recipe in earnest. 
Another year of getting that right, doing all the 
paperwork, and almost two years later we were 
ready to launch,” explains James. “We wanted to 
make gin, we didn’t want to make flavoured gin. 
Everything that’s in it, has to be in it for a reason, 
and that includes the sansho berry. We wanted to 
recreate the flavour of the sansho berry, the feeling 
of eating it in the forest, in the bottle”
 This project which started as a labour of love 
between friends, evolved quickly even six months 
after launch. They have a distributor in the UK, and 

were approached by distributors in the Far-East, 
resulting in a launch in Singapore at the end of 
March. This project just seems to keep growing legs, 
and you can’t help but support and admire the work 
being done by Kokoro and their likeable founder 
James. There’s real passion here, and it’s all about the 
gin.
 “We needed it to be London Dry Gin, we wanted 
to go back to the traditional routes of making. 
This process means that you need to have a real 
deep understanding of all the flavours as there’s 
no blending later in production, you need to know 
what they all bring to the table.”
 That process of stripping things back and 
understanding the reason why each part or process 
is there is something that you feel in both the drink 
and the brand. Indeed, this methodical, careful and 
traditional approach is a very Japanese one.
 The Japanese feel runs right through Kokoro, from 
the style of the bottle to the calligraphy on the front. 
Even the name, Kokoro, translated from Japanese 
literally means ‘heart’, but not the literal heart. It’s the 
soul, the passion, the respect. It’s the dedication to 
quality and class. It’s James and Barry’s dedication 
to providing a product people love and that makes 
them an honest living. It’s in the sansho berries from 
the heart of the forest. It’s in the fine blends that 
make up the spirit. It’s in Kokoro gin.

James Nicol and Barry Darnell with the fruits of their labour Uncle Nic in the Afan Woodland, Nagano prefecture, Japan
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‘heart,’ it’s the 
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Gin Cocktails
MIX THINGS UP A LITTLE BIT

Green Mist
Ingredients:
35 ml Kokoro gin
25 ml lime juice
1 bunch coriander
10 ml chilli syrup
10 ml apricot brandy
10 ml dry cacao liqueur  

Method:
Shake all ingredients over ice and strain into a 
chilled cocktail glass.

Martinez
Ingredients:
60 ml Makar Old Tom Gin
7.5 ml extra dry vermouth
22.5 ml rosso vermouth
7.5 ml cherry liqueur
1 dash aromatic bitters

Method:
Stir ingredients with ice and strain into a 
chilled cocktail glass.

Angel’s Martini
Ingredients:
37.5 ml Ginerosity
12.5 ml St. Germain
12.5 ml Yellow Chartreuse

Method:
Shake hard and strain into a coupe glass. 
Garnish with heather, if to hand, or a lemon 
twist.



Whisky
So you want to start a

collection?
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As members of the Flavourly 
community, you’re probably 
already familiar with what 
I like to refer to as the ‘craft 
craze,’ this consumer-led 

movement in the beverage industry 
that, over this past decade, has allowed 
more local, authentic and, above 
all, meaningful products to spread 
throughout the market. Those products 
that we like to celebrate and help you 
discover!
 Craft brewers have indeed been 
standing at the forefront of this 
innovative, creative path taken by the 
whole drinks industry, but did you 
know that you could also find inspiring 
producers pushing the boundaries of 
their field within the spirit industry? 
 While setting up new trends and 
highlighting key issues such as 
transparency and terroir, craft distillers, 
like craft brewers, definitely stand at the 
vanguard of their respective domains. 
 And this new wave of whisky 
distilleries has also seen the rise of 
a whole new generation of whisky 
consumers and collectors of all genders 
and ages. The ‘old man’s drink’ is now 
becoming more trendy than ever, so we 
thought it would be high time to give 
you a few handy tips on how to start 
your whisky collection!

First of all, why would people collect 
whisky, I mean, I thought it was 
meant to be drunk?
 There are plenty of very good reasons 
to collect whisky. Here are a few of 
those:
 First of all, if you appreciate the 
amber nectar, chances are that you 
would appreciate having a nice 
selection on hand should you be 
overcome with the desire for a dram! 
On your own, with your partner or with 
friends, just to relax or celebrate your 
boyfriend’s new job, your brother’s 
newborn arrival or the season premiere 
of Game Of Thrones (We all have our 
priorities in life…) – I believe there is a 
whisky for every occasion and hence 
for me, as a whisky amateur, having 
a choice is indispensable. I’m not 
necessarily into the ‘accumulation’ thing 
and simply having a lot of bottles isn’t 

my end goal, I’m much more interested 
in being able to choose from a finely 
balanced selection: single malts, 
blends, single grains, bourbons, world 
whiskies… diversity in flavour profiles 
is what I’m after, so that I can go for 
a smoky beast or a light floral dram 
whenever I feel like it!
 For some of us, the thrill of the 
chase is a strong motivator to start a 
collection. Every collector knows the 
feeling all too well and goes chasing 
auction sites for that one bottle that he 
still needs to complete his collection. 
Care must be taken so that it does not 
become addictive though.
 Collecting, for many, remains 
a hobby… But it can also be an 
investment for some. 
 Some figures first: did you know that 
whisky has largely surpassed other 
popular investments such as wine or 
gold? The ‘Rare Whisky Apex 100’, the 
reference index for Scotch whisky, has 
seen an increase in value of 14% in 
2015, while the index for gold dropped 
10% in the same period.
 Booming in Europe and on a 
global scale, whisky auctions bring in 
unprecedented revenues with “record 
breaking” stories flooding all over the 
press almost every 2 months. In the 
UK alone, more than €10 million in 

The Whisky Lady gives us her 
top tips for the wannabe whisky collector
WORDS: ANNE-SOPHIE BIGOT, THE WHISKY LADY
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transactions were registered in 2015, an 
increase of 25% compared to 2014.
 Last but not least, let’s not forget 
the eye candy. Distilleries clearly 
understand that the design of their 
bottles and packaging are becoming 
increasingly important, turning a 
consumer product into a real work of 
art. Art is collectible, you get my point?
 Beware though, many whisky purists 
still have troubles with the notion of 
collecting whisky in order to make a 
profit, arguing that whisky was made 
for drinking. They are entirely right.  But 
one does not necessarily exclude the 
other! Does ‘two birds with one stone’ 
ring a bell? One can always buy two 
bottles (if possible, of course): one to 
enjoy and one to keep!

What bottles are ‘collectible?’ Is the 
price always a trustworthy indicator?
 There are two approaches to this 
issue. If you collect for consumption 
(and you’re so right!), start by buying 
what you like and, as you go, refine 
your choices as your palate develops. 
Venture to new flavors. This discovery 
journey will help educate your taste 
buds. What I would suggest if you’re 
only starting your whisky adventure 
is to attend nearby whisky tastings 
and festivals which will allow you to 

discover plenty of different styles of 
whisky without breaking the bank while 
meeting brand ambassadors who are 
here to guide you through their range. 
 If you collect as an investment, it is 
important to remember that scarcity 
makes the value. This is a golden rule 
to remember when choosing bottles in 
which to invest.
 It is also important to remember that, 
as with any material investment, trends 
evolve and change: no investment 
is risk-free. For instance, an official 
distillery release is considered of higher 
added value than an independent 
bottling, even if the nectar is the same: 
same distillery, same year of distillation/
bottling…
 Bottles from closed distilleries, 
AKA ‘silent distilleries’, are particularly 
popular among investors, such as those 
from Port Ellen, Rosebank and Hanyu 
to name but a few. Special editions 
or single casks*, which are often 
limited to a few hundred bottles, are 
also in very high demand. For instance, 
during the very popular annual Islay 
Whisky festival Feis Ile, the 8 distilleries 
on the island release some special 
limited editions and it’s not unusual to 
see people queuing hours before the 
opening of certain distilleries during 
their open day; they know those bottles 

are gold and if they want their share, 
they’d better be early – or wealthy. 
Those bottles may be priced under £100 
when launched but, if they are very 
limited and sought-after by collectors, 
there is a good chance you’ll find them 
for triple their initial price on auction 
websites a few weeks later (even days 
for some expressions).
 While the price often reflects the 
collectibility and scarcity of a whisky, 
one should not always rely on this. 
I cannot stress this enough: ask 
advice around you, whether from a 
connoisseur you trust, on collectors 
Facebook groups/forums or at your 
local spirit shop. 

Where can you find ‘collectible’ 
bottles?
 There are two main solutions. First, 
you can of course check with your 
favourite shop owner or a trusted 
dealer.
 It probably doesn’t come as a 
surprise, though, that auction websites 
are still the best place to find those old/
rare/collectible nectars and make a 
good deal in my opinion, for both buyer 
and seller (even famous whisky retailers 
buy some of their stock at auctions… 
Think about it).  
 While whisky investment is becoming 

- * Single cask/single malt  : if your bottle comes described as ‘single cask,’ it means that it comes from an 
individual cask instead of being the product of blending the content of different barrels together. ‘Single 
Malt’ doesn’t mean that the whisky comes from a single barrel but from a single distillery. 

Still life... Get it?
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more and more ‘a thing’, different 
auction houses have recently unveiled 
cases of high-scale forgery so BEWARE 
not to buy a conterfeit, always ask for 
an expert eye before buying an old/rare 
whisky and avoid any disappointment!

How to store your bottles?
 Unlike wine, bottled whisky no longer 
ages (for instance a 12-year-old whisky 
bottled in 1997 is still a 12-year-old 
whisky today). But that doesn’t mean 
that the liquid will remain the same if 
you open the bottle in 50 years from 
now, especially if it hasn’t been stored in 
good conditions.
 To avoid oxidation, try not to open 
and close the bottle repeatedly and 
store it at room temperature (avoiding 
significant temperature variations). 
And try your best to hide it from direct 
sunlight. Unlike wine, that is stored 
lying down, keep your whisky bottles 
vertical in order to avoid contact 
between the liquid and the cork as it 
may react negatively due to the high 
alcohol content.
 You’ll also want to keep your bottles 
intact as long as possible, don’t 
forget the phenomenon of long-term 
evaporation. The best way to protect 
your whisky is to wrap the bottle cap 
with an additional protective layer, 
for example with Parafilm (used in 
laboratories).
 As far as open bottles are concerned, 
the average lifetime is about one year 
after opening if they are stored in 
the conditions explained above. But 
beware, if you collect for investment 
purposes, you must realize that once 
opened, the value of your bottle 
drastically decreases and many auction 
houses will refuse to sell them. 

Happy hunting!

Anne-Sophie has been wandering through the 
great world of whisky and other distilled spirits for 
many years. She’s been blogging on her own blog 
www.thewhiskylady.net, contributing to other 
malted publications and also working as a freelance 
consultant and whisky auctioneer. She says: “My goal 
is to bring a fresh and lighter approach to what’s too 
often considered as a codified/elitist beverage”

It may take a while to amass a collection this size
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So, last month we teased you with the exciting news that we’d be launching our very own, online 
bottleshop! This development has been a long time in the making and we don’t do things in half measures 
here at Flavourly. You may have been expecting a small online shop where you can rebuy your favourite 
beers and gins from your monthly discovery clubs and, in a sense, you’d be right – you will indeed be able 
to do that. But our bottleshop is so much more than that and, today, we’re proud to unveil some of the 
categories we’ll be featuring when it launches.

This is just a small taste of what we’ll be offering. When we said we’d be saving the world one bottle at a 
time, we meant it…

INSIDE THE
BOTTLESHOP

SNEAK PEEK:

LAUNCHING SPRING 2017
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Ok, so this one was a given. Flavourly has been your discovery guide, showing you the 
way to excellent beer, for a while now and that’s not going to change. So whether that’s 
rebuying one of the beers from your monthly box, stocking up on an old favourite or 
browsing for something new altogether, our online store will be there for you.

From pale ales and porters to stouts, saisons and sours, Flavourly’s online bottleshop 
will lead you on an adventure to every corner of the beer landscape and beyond…

BEER
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GIN
And beyond begins with gin. The newest member of our discovery club family, 
Flavourly has been introducing the nation’s gin drinkers to some of the tastiest, small 
batch gins in the world since late last year.

We’re proud to be extending that our to our upcoming bottleshop where we’ll be 
featuring a wide range of gins that’ll make amazing additions to your drinks cabinet.
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WHISKY
Speaking of amazing additions to your drinks cabinet, we’ll also be introducing you to 
some of the finest whiskies (and whiskeys) around; whiskies from every region and 
whiskeys from around the world.

They say that there is a whisky for everyone and we want to help you find yours.

VISIT FLAVOURLY.COM

PLU
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Because you’re never too old for a wordsearch! 
Find all the words related to this month’s issue and win a prize*

*the prize is a big “well done!” from the Flavourly team

WORDSEARCH27/03/2017 Word Search Generator :: Create your own printable word find worksheets @ A to Z Teacher Stuff

1/2

MAKE YOUR OWN WORKSHEETS ONLINE @ WWW.ATOZTEACHERSTUFF.COM

NAME:_______________________________  DATE:_____________

D W R P M H S J P Y Y B V B V  
R O R W Z J T N V T R M A K I  
E W D D H F O G A J W B D X H  
B E A Q R C R X K S O N M X A  
O I B Q F G H W Z O D V C U H  
P S X T R K S A C A K C N E N  
S C V N R G T Z Y Q N O E N R  
L Q I T H S W A O Z Q S R V W  
Z U A R S O P N D U H U X O B  
M L T U R H V P B E N E O C L  
D Y O F I S U K A H L O N P C  
G A E F R N Q M Q B G B P J D  
K Y Z L W A U H I Q I U M F O  
F E Z E E S D T A G L Z T B K  
E T G S D R C G W Z U E B E T  
E I H L E E M Y H W Z G P Q J  
V P A F L W Z R F Y J W D D D  
Z J Y L B A T R O F M O C E R  
Q E O R R X F P B B B C Z R D  
Q C B C W G F N C C F N O P D  
H R I F F Z N I A T N U O M J  
I M A M N S N J H X A H V Y J  
O R M X R Z T S Z K S T Q C B  
P Y O C O N F U S E D J O Y L  
Q H T M W F E T L D K N H O I  
R Q D U F Z S T D W Z F H J G  
W S L I B P T F K M M T L M R  
Q J O U A O Q R N W Z X N R I  
Q N C Q B D S Q T U Q F N P F  
M T C E L V E L Y S I G Z E L  

COMFORTABLY
NUMB
DAZED
CONFUSED
TRUFFLES
CRAZY
MOUNTAIN
SHEAMUS
KOKORO
OLDTOM
SANSHO
CASK
KEG
COLLECTIBLE
BOTTLESHOP
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Next Month

A World Whisky Day Special!

+ all the beer and gin
content you know and love!

We’ve teamed up with the lovely people at 
World Whisky Day to bring you exclusive 
coverage in preparation for the big day.



Flavourly is an online community of craft gin lovers. We work directly with the most innovative distilleries 
around the world to help you discover the tastiest, small batch gin that you’ve never tried. All delivered to your 

door with mixer, snack and tasting guide for just £35 per month with FREE delivery.

HERE’S HOW TO JOIN:

1. VISIT US AT
FLAVOURLY.COM

2. DISCOVER
SMALL BATCH

3. GET YOUR GIN 
DELIVERED IN JUST 48H

3 X 200ML GINS CURATED BY EXPERTS DELIVERED TO YOU, MONTHLY

Go to www.flavourly.com
to get started today.

Created with a passion for
quality, not quantity.

Royal Mail delivers your tracked
craft gin box in 48 hours.

THE CRAFT GIN DISCOVERY CLUB


